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Jamie Young Co. to Introduce Over 150 New Items at High Point Market Fall 2019

The unique lighting and lifestyle company will present an eclectic collection of new lighting and home
furnishings in their permanent space in the Design Center of the IHFC Building (Showroom D223)
Los Angeles, CA - Jamie Young Company, the Southern California-based leader in innovative lighting, accent
furniture, and accessories will be exhibiting an array of nearly 200 new items at High Point Market Fall 2019.
This year, the company had four new introduction releases – a more robust level of production than previous
years.
The 2019 product introductions were designed to increase the brand’s current collection of finishes and
materials including plaster, agate, acid-washed metal, wicker and new techniques in blown glass. As
adventurous, jet-setting, founders Jamie Young Jeter and David Jeter embarked on several overseas trips
this year, the new collection of introductions continue to evoke and enliven global design and spirit while
incorporating exotic materials. Jamie Young Co. has also expanded their existing categories for customers by
adding new, larger furniture pieces including occasional chairs, tables, and armoires. Designers and retailers
can also rely on a swell of the brand’s most notable categories, lighting and accessories.
The company, known for having a sophisticated yet down-to-earth approach to modern design has also
supplemented their in-line catalog with 65 new product additions to their Lifestyle Collection, bringing the
full Lifestyle division to 145 pieces. The Lifestyle Collection by Jamie Young Co. is designed to bring the
same quality and design aesthetic as the brand’s main-line collection to price-sensitive projects. Previously a
separate entity and unseen in Jamie Young showrooms, the Lifestyle Collection will make a petite trade show
debut at this Fall’s High Point Market. The company is excited to be showcasing a small selection from this
collection to designers, stagers, retailers, and e-commerce as an additional option for projects of all types and
budgets.
Jamie Young is honored to have their intricately etched floral Blossom Table Lamp (9BLOSGRD255L) made
from hand blown glass selected by this season’s Style Spotter Kara Cox of Kara Cox Interiors for her trend
“Brown is Back”, which unearths the resurgence of brown and warm neutrals in home furnishings color trends.
The article can be found in High Point Market’s Fall 2019 Style Report and Accessory Preview.
Jamie Young’s aqua glass and antique brass Vapor Chandelier (5VAPO-CHAQ) and intriguing acid washed
metal McCallan Metal Chair (20MCCA-CHAW) were both chosen for IMC’s Fall 2019 TrendWatch program,
complementing the current global interior design trend, Animalier – a cross of artistry and classical design with
a mysterious, colorful jungle landscape embracing better-end materials, fauna & flora of exotic locals, and rich
and elegant beguiling colors. The Vapor Chandelier will be on display during Fall Market in the IHFC Green
Lobby.
For designers and buyers that are interested in learning more about the brand’s story and curation, Jamie will
be available in the showroom throughout Market to meet and chat with. Find Jamie and her sophisticated line
on the second floor of the Design Center wing of the IHFC building in Showroom D223.
For high-resolution images please click here.
For more information on Jamie Young Co., please visit jamieyoung.com.
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